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ABSTRACT 
In This paper, we proposed an efficient Design of self-monitoring mechanism for 
wireless sensor networks. In the Recent development, it has been assumed that 
there is enough number of active nodes to precede monitoring operations. But In 
this work, we focus on designing an efficient method which integrated with better 
self-monitoring capability as well as providing the different security technique at 
local monitoring. To achieve the objective, there is a need for wireless sensor 
networks to be self-organizing and self-configuring. It helps to improve the 
performance, increase energy efficiency, better resources utilization, assurance of 
data transmission and security. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In Wireless Sensor Network the common task is to collect information network. It is most challenging and emerging 
trade for many applications which are used by the government for public sector and commercials. Again Security is very 
crucial Issue for critical applications, which work in unseen and even x tempo environment. In this situation one of the 
most high priority security threats in sensor networks is node monitoring. Once some nodes are not maintained, the 
attackers can use them for variety of attacks. It’s a big task provide efficient security mechanisms against nodes which 
are not possible to maintain due to resource-limited WSNs. We introduce here a good solution for this problem.  
For the above problems, in WSNs, we can use local monitoring technique for transmission as well makeup the 
overhearing due to the broadcast nature in wireless communication and dense deployment of large-scale systems. 
Through local monitoring we can also solves the problem of extra energy cost since it requires to monitoring nodes.  Due 
to this bootstrap energy results the node in active and oversee network behaviors. Hence, through this strategy, we can 
keep the node active as long as possible.     By maintaining the energy efficiency, it results into resources utilization as 
well as data transmission assurance. 
Again to achieve objective of security, local monitoring is the superior solution which helps to effortless maintenance 
and the discard of security thread is not inherited further. And adequate recital can be achieved. 
II SELF-MONITORING 
Monitoring a node of wsn at local level is good technique in terms of issue occurs at WSNs.  To make WSN efficient, 
there are some parameters should be in consideration in WSN management. Those are, problems occur in WSN, 
Connectivity between WSN, Energy of a node, Packets delivery ratio, packets drops and security. To improve the 
performance and achieve this objective, we propose a new efficient design which can give better result. 
Monitoring a wsn at local level is little bit easy than global level. Self–monitoring a wsn is bit complicate, so we propose 
the new design of self monitoring the wsn.  
First we have to divide the wsn into small cluster of all nodes with the assignment of one Principal node (Pn).  The job of 
Pn is to monitoring the energy of node, fault detection and prevention, and provides persistence connection for better 
communication. Principal node assignment is totally depends on energy of nodes. The node which is highest in energy is 
considered as a Principal node or main node. For assign a Principal node, we use random generation algorithm by using 
criteria as “Highest energy” in the cluster. 
III Connectivity 
Whenever we are interacting in large area of WSN, Connectivity is a crucial issue. Connectivity of active node retention is 
big challenge.  If we cannot prevent, it result isolation of some part of WSN environment. And to retain connectivity, we 
propose new techniques, which help us to identify the node connectivity as well as fault tolerance in WSN. Now if we 
come to know the connectivity of WSN then we can increase the degree of energy and connectivity. 
We can consider the node is connected if and only if there is at least single edge between two nodes in the WSN.  That is 
if there is no edge connected resulting these failure of communication, dropping packets and node maintenance and re- 
arrangement of routing. 
Consider the graph G(V,E) where V is the set of vertices involved in network along with Edges E. Now we can conclude 
the graph is connected, when there is single disjoint edge between two nodes S(Sender )  and  D(receiver) which are the  
subset of V. We can express it in terms of measurement the transmission radius.  
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Where R is the transmission radius, N is the number of nodes in Control Environment E. 
When transmission radius tr is increase greater than or equal to Ce then we can say that all nodes are connected and 
they can form a connected graph. 

 
Fig. Connectivity of WSN 
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We can conclude the connectivity assurance by this equation: 
Ce =  {(s, r) subset of V | d(s, r) <= Tr} 
Where Tr is  the transmission range, d is the distance of sender(s) and receiver(r) in controlled environment of WSN.  
That is Control Environment Ce should be less than transmission range Tr.                                                       
If above equation satisfied the condition then we can conclude that the nodes are connected and can be avoid the fault.  
IV Problem Occurs & Resolves Technique 
To make brought vision on to the WSN, how we can toggle the situation may come in WSN make create interest.  To 
accomplish these tasks, first of all we have to divide the network in to area wise which form the group in network, and 
helps easily to understand the problem and can apply the resolving technique.   
First of all we have to classify the network into group. This can be accomplishing by k-means algorithm. This helps us to 
classify the nodes into n no. of groups. Now in each group we assign any node as a administrator we can say the 
Principal node (Pn). The purpose of Principal node is to monitoring the group of small nodes for successful transmission 
of information.   
V Clustering the network into small virtual group: 
To make grouping of WSN into small clusters, we can have no. of techniques available. After comparison between all 
analyses in terms of complexity, we can use the best one is i.e. K –means clustering algorithm. 
K-MEANS is the very simplest algorithm used normally for clustering which is unsupervised clustering algorithm. This 
algorithm divide the nodes into k clusters using the cluster mean value of new generated clusters. 
 It covers the following steps: 
1 Randomly generates k points (cluster canters), here   k is the number of clusters formed. 
2 Measure the distance from every nodes point to the center node, and refer each node to the nearest center. 
3 Measure the new cluster center point by measuring the mean value of all node points in the respective  cluster. 
4. For the newly formed centers, repeat step 2. If the reference of cluster for the node points changes, repeat step 3 
otherwise stop the process. 
The distance between the node points is calculated using standard Euclidean distance as follows.   
The Euclidean Space between two points 
 D1 = (d11; d12: d1n) 
 D2 = (d21; d22: d2n) 
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By above equation we can able to classify the big wsn into small cluster. 
VI Packet delivery ratio: 
Once we classify the WSN into small clusters,  how the network is capable to transmit  data efficiently is most important.  
That is packet delivery ratio should be high. To keep it high, we propose the new technique.   First of all we have to 
calculate the minimum distance between two active high energy nodes exist in a network. It can be identify by algorithm 
called Prim’s algorithm.   
Prim’s Algorithm:  
Let the graph G = (V, E) has n vertices.  
Step 1: Choose a vertex V1 of G.  Let VT = {V1} & ET = {}. 
Step 2: Choose a nearest neighbor Vi of VT that is adjacent to Vj, Vj € VT and for which the edge (Vi, Vj) does not form a cycle 
with members of ET.  Add Vi to VT add (Vi, Vj) to ET.  
Step 3: Repeat step 2 until | ET | = n -1.  Then VT contains the edges of the minimum cost spanning tree of G.   
VII Energy of a node: 
To keep WSN ‘s cluster nodes active is a challenging task, because the energy of the node should be reserved which help 
to transmits the packet from source to intermediate node and intermediate node to destination.  In between that the 
intermediate node selection is very important.  We select the intermediate node whose weight is less from source and 
destination, so as to transmit packet efficiently and consume lesser energy. Actual energy in batteries consume due to 
activation in the form of transmission data, acknowledge and overheating.  
To achieve this objective we proposed a design of WSN which is distance based energy utilization routing helps to keep 
it active.  
For this we need to verify the connectivity between node and edge.  And Equation 1 and 2 helps to check the node 
connectivity and distance. From this we come to know that which are the strong and weak node exist from cluster in 
terms of energy. Taking benefit of this technique we can switch the task of transmission from weak node to strong node, 
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as per requirement. This Energy management technique helps to keep cluster nodes active and enhance the life of WSN 
active. 
VIII Security Issues:    Hashing for key generation. 
Now a day’s security is most important issue.  To make WSN secure, identify the malicious node and protect the 
environment. There are multiple way of attack on WSN.  To detect and protect the node, we propose the method is 
authentication. 
We proposed the new authentication technique to detect the malicious node. 
Consider here that we assign the root number to each pair of node in the cluster.  And then the sender node (Sn) will 
generate the random number to send the data to the receiver node (Rn).   Now Sender node will make the addition of 
the number assigned to node Sn and the random number generated. This number will send to Rn. Rn will subtract the 
root number assigned by administrator of cluster from received number. It will send back to Sn. If the number received 
back to Sn is same  as the root number, then the node can continue the communication, otherwise declare this node as 
a malicious and then to decrease energy of such node. Which helps us to identify the malicious nodes? 

 
      

Simulations: For the simulation we use network simulator version two for the result and comparison. 
We customized a wireless sensor network simulator to create an environment to evaluate our work. 
In this network simulator we can able to simulate the network for monitoring the nodes by forming the cluster, the 
principal node will monitor the cluster for the energy maintenance and fault tolerance occurs due to inactive node.  
Through simulation it is easy to detect the malicious node by authentication.  Again it is very easy to compare the 
different techniques for the objective of energy maintenance, fault tolerance and malicious node detection through the 
simulation. In the scenario of  750m  by 550 field , the communication range is around 90m/s, we observe the result of 
wireless sensor network which helps to compare the node monitoring  in WSN.  The energy fewer nodes is shown by 
yellow colour, and the node which are not connected are shown by black and green in colour. The most important 
malicious node detection is shown by red colour from the existing nodes of a cluster. In the Result, NAM window shows 
this scenario.   
Results: 
Table 1 and NAM window shows the result of node monitoring. The predefined objective of Connectivity, energy of 
node, packet delivery and malicious node detection and time has been observed and is tabulated in table 1. 
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Fig : NAM Window. 

 
Parameter Result 
Minimum Simulation Instance 150s 
Topology range 750m X 550m 
Amount of  Nodes/cluster 1-50 
Highest Transmission Range 90m/s 
Initial Energy 110J 
Energy saving time 14J 
acket Transfer ratio  
Packet Size 128 to 512 bytes 
Power Transfer 0.9 W 
Power Saved 0.4 W 
Malicious detection time 5s 

Table 1: Node monitoring results. 
CONCLUSION:: 
We examine the need of edge and node monitoring in wireless sensor network.  
To achieve this objective, we implement the clustering technique and the node administrator to which we called 
principal node(Pn).  The principal node will observe the node behaviour exist in the cluster. The benefit of packet routing 
can be achieve to minimize the packet drop by Energy monitoring through Pn. It also helps to improve the fault 
tolerance ratio and connectivity.  Also can be retain a node into cluster for long period active.. 
For the security and malicious node detection and prevent the misbehavior, we introduced new authentication 
technique, which help us to identify the malicious node. 
FUTURE WORK: 
The future work will be to consolidate convinced restriction of clustering of nodes so as increase the area for better 
enhancement. Also here the Principal node which plays the administrator role and its assignment can be on rotational 
basis so that when the energy gets losses, still the wsn perform better due to rotational assignment of Pn.  
For malicious node destroy method, there is a scope to prevent the malicious node from entering into the wsn. 
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